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Ah, Spring!
It’s not just about the sunshine and the daffodils and the robins . . . it’s the
outdoor season! This is a special season for me as I am retiring from my fulltime job and can devote more time to archery. One thing I am going to try
is the NAA Traditional Nationals, which takes place the last weekend in July,
in Colorado Springs (more info at www.usarchery.org). This competition has
its roots in the late 1800s at the beginning of the NAA. Because of the advent
of more modern equipment, the NAA’s National Championships emphasises FITA and Compound freestyle. The Traditional Championships (held the
weekend before the NAA’s National Championships) is restricted to just
longbows and wooden recurves, just like in the old days. It looked like a great
deal of fun when I observed last year, so Brian Luke talked me into competing this year (see Brian’s article on page 40). You are all invited to join in the
fun. Last year they had Olympians competing!
In this issue we have many an article designed to help you become better
archers. (We stick to what we are good at.) There is a focus on eyes both
physical and imaginary—see Lanny Bassham’s and Anthony Hall’s articles
for the physical aspects and Colin Remmer’s article on visualizing using neurolinguistic programming.
We are especially happy that we have articles from both Sandi and Tim
Scronce under out Coaching Archery banner as they were recently recognized as the 2005 Volunteer Coaches of the Year by the NAA. We are happy
for them and happy that we get to share their collective wisdom with you.
Ava McDowell continues her omnibus article on what really matters
when buying a bow, a welcome guide to perplexed parents of archers as well
as archers themselves. I show you how we evaluate release aids while checking out the latest release from Genesis Archery and Tom Dorigatti shares
another scheme from his fertile mind, this time as a creative incentive system
to get more folks out on the range, as well as another puzzle, this time about
Robin Hood! And Jason Butler has something for you hunters on caring for
your arrows, so this issue has a little bit of everything.
We also decided it was time to update the Index to Issues. In Vol. 5 No.
1 we gave you an index from the beginning through the year 2000 and in
this issue we fill you in from then all the way through 2005. Between the two
indices, you should be able to locate any article we have produced. Of
course, all of those articles are available to subscribers to the OnLine Edition
in searchable format.
Both Claudia and I wish you all a very successful outdoor season!
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Jason Butler

Hunting Nocks 1-2-3
Tweak your arrow nocks for the best possible hunting accuracy
It shouldn’t amaze any experienced elk hunter that
when a bull elk screams, the hairs on the back of
your neck, hands, etc. end up standing up to attention. That’s just how I felt when this bull screamed
from just down the canyon. Twenty minutes later he
was crossing a shooting lane 30-yards away.
Unfortunately for me, when I drew back and settled
at full draw, my arrow nock dropped off of my bowstring and smacked me in the thigh. Just like that a
hard-earned encounter with a big game animal was
lost. The bull heard me and bolted, never looking
back. My arrow nock had betrayed me in the worst
time imaginable. That happened years ago. But
still, I vowed it would never happen again. And it
hasn’t.

Bowhunting

Y

Nock Fit
Nock fit (or snap) is pretty self explanatory and
everyone is familiar with it. But when you look at
it closely you may realize that nocks sometimes
snap inconsistently from one to the next. Some
may snap on tightly while others are more loose.
What does this mean? Well, think of it like a pair
of shoes. You probably have several pairs of shoes
in your closet, and most of them fit differently.
But I bet you have one pair that fits real good and
snug and, if you had to choose a pair of shoes to
stay on your feet all day, you know which set
you’d grab. Same goes for a nock. Finding the
best fit for your string serving and release technique is key. It’s a technique to greater, consistent
accuracy.

Your arrow’s nocks are just little pieces of plastic
that, at first glance, are rudiment and cannot be Straight/Crooked Nocks
tampered with in any sort of way. However, looks Again, the nock on your arrow is slightly more
can be deceiving. While arrow nocks are not than a small piece of plastic, though it remains
readily adjustable and prone to snap or to
come loose, clueing in to the nocks basic
principles is an important and considerably worthwhile task.
Here’s what I’m talking about. If you
examine your arrow’s nocks at all closely
you see a couple of things. First, nocks
come in different shapes, colors, and
sizes. Second, all don’t align flush to the
shaft where the two meet. Third, the
amount of snap (pressure) the nock has
onto the center serving is variable. It can
be too loose or it can be too tight. It
should find that middle-ground where it
snaps just snug. These are things you can
control and should. So let’s dig a littler The nock on this arrow was damaged when it hit the ground. But it is
not always as easy to see the damage as in this case. Inspect the nock of
deeper.
any arrow that hits the ground. Replacing suspicious nocks is cheap insurance against a bad shot later.
a r c h e r y
f o c u s
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critical with regard to arrow performance.
A crooked nock pushes the arrow sideways immediately upon release, botching
any chance of an accurate, straight flying
arrow. Crooked nocks will cause erratic
arrow flight every time.
So, how do you make sure they are
straight? You have several options. All of
them are handy. The best way is probably
to spin the arrow on a flat table on its
point with the nock about eye level and
watch it closely. You can also hold the
arrow in your hand and blow on the
fletching and make the arrow spin that An arrow spinner can not only help you true up your broadheads, but it can find out-ofway. But I find that method less com- round nocks, too. Some nocks come out-of-round right out of the package, so it is always a
good idea to check them. Only straight nocks shoot a straight arrow!
pelling because your hand can move and
cause a false read unlike the table top test. Or, just turn At minimum during the off season, play around with difit over a pair of arrow rollers. The nocks should spin true ferent center servings and arrow nocks until you come up
with no wobble. If a nock wobbles when spun, discard it. with a pair that work in harmony giving you the most
On another note, I put spanking new nocks on my accurate arrow groups. Then, make sure to keep an eye
hunting arrows every year, regardless of whether I’ve shot on them and check them for straightness, particularly
them a lot or not. And when I shoot my hunting arrows when hunting season is just around the corner. If you
I never aim at the same target spot with more than one find a crooked nock throw it away and replace it.
arrow. When you slam arrows against each other in a Reworking arrow nocks is something good bowhunters
paper or foam target, it is a sure-fire way to damage nocks do to maximize their shooting setup. Besides, it’s as easy
and give you less than desired results. Only straight nocks as 1-2-3!
shoot a straight arrow.

A

Tight Fit/Loose Fit
If your nocks are too tight, you’ll know easily because
you will have to press uncommonly hard to snap the
arrow onto the string. Too tight nocks will hinder a clean
flying arrow. Too tight of a nock is either a nock that is
too small or a center serving that is too thick.
A nock that fits too loosely is very easy to see. Not
only are loose nocks dangerous because they could slip
off while you are releasing the string, but they are also a
direct cause of poor arrow groups. Broadheads can be real
moody. Straight nocks keep them afloat.
These days I use a center serving from BCY called
Halo. It’s as tuff as nails and I prefer the .019-inch size
and double serve it one layer over another. With the large
nocks on my aluminum hunting arrows this creates the
perfect size for a snug nock fit that I never have to worry
about. A representative for an arrow making company
told me one time a good rule of thumb is that if you snap
an arrow onto the string and let it hang toward the
ground and if you strum the string hard it should fall off.
If the arrow can’t hold its own weight, the nocks too
loose and, if a good strum won’t dislodge it, its too tight.

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer
and photographer who lives in Richmond,
VA. As much as Jason likes writing about
the outdoors, he’d rather be there.
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Lorretta Sinclair

Special Feature

You Know You’re an
Archery Mom When . . .
Twenty years ago, I gave up my large, heavy, and
always full of junk purse, and traded it in for a baby
bag. It was always full of the usual accoutrements of
babyhood: diapers, clean clothes, wipes . . . and I carried my wallet, brush, and sunglasses in there as well,
figuring that since I didn’t have much ‘stuff,’ I didn’t
need a purse anymore. With three boys separated by
three years each, it was a long time before I had to
give up the baby bag, and it never did become the
‘junk collector’ that my previously large purse had
become over time.
But the day came ten years later, that we no
longer needed the baby bag going everywhere. So, I
put it aside and, taking my small, but now growing
‘necessity’ items with me, bought a small purse determined not to carry a large ‘junk’ purse again.

I

Alas, two years into archery, I discovered I am a
true archery mom. This occurred to me one day
when I was looking through my small purse for
change to pay a coffee bill at the bookstore. Let’s
see here, well, I had some Beiter in/out nocks in
both black and white, but I saw the clerk has no
interest in them as payment. I keep digging for a
few quarters, but no, I came up with some pin
nocks for one of my sons’ ACE arrows. Oh, and
then look, there are some red nocks to fit on those
pins. Hmmmm, any quarters in there? The clerk
seemed perplexed as I pulled strange things from
my purse but he kept his comments, but not his
smirk, to himself. Finally, I found enough change
to pay the bill and sat down to read a magazine
and drink my coffee.
I needed to make some notes, so I again
looked in the bag for a pen and some semblance of
paper to scribble on. Dig, dig, dig. Well, I couldn’t
find a pen, but I did have a Sharpie marker that
was used to initial arrows at tournaments. Not easy
to write with, but it’s a better option than the red
a r c h e r y
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paint pen that I also found in the bag. Now I needed some paper. Dig, dig. Multi-tool? Nope, that’s
for adjusting sights and fixing finger tabs. No wonder the purse seemed heavy. Hey, look, there were
two multi-tools. Oh yeah, that’s from when we
were setting the center shot on that Martin Aurora.
Why did I have it? Why wasn’t it in the gear bag?
I don’t know, so I threw it back in the purse and
keep looking for paper. Ah, here’s something to
write on . . . nope, can’t use that; that’s one of the
boys’ score sheets from the last tournament. I am
supposed to input the scores into the database.
Better not mess it up with notes. Keep digging!
Okay, just dump the purse out; that might work.
Slowly I began to withdraw all the items from
the bag, hoping to actually have time to make
notes before I am to pick up my sons to go to
archery practice. As I begin emptying the bag, I
was amused at what has become of my ‘little nojunk purse.’ I took out one of my sons’ extra finger
tabs. I have it because I am supposed to cut a new
face and thought I would remember to do so if I
stuck it in my purse. I had such a large assortment
of nocks; I could probably fix any number of
arrows at a tournament in one small effort. What
is this sticking to a market receipt? Oh, yuck, that
darn Fast Set leaked again and was stuck to the
receipts. Should make a note not to put that in my
purse, it’s too messy. I finally get to the bottom of
the bag. It was the most telling of all. The heaviest
things have to come out last, since they are at the
very bottom.
Now, embarrassingly, all the contents are
spread out on the table in the coffee shop. Even the
six ACE break-off points. Well, you never know
when you might need them. They could come in
handy while shopping for ummmm, errrr, I don’t
know. There must be some other use for them!
And some golf tees, for putting up target faces, of

f o c u s

course. Don’t you always have some handy? Gads! This
was terrible. I was an archery junkie! No, I am an archery
mom, I realized. Only a dedicated archery mom would
have such things in her purse, just so when one kid needs
his nocks, I can easily pull them out and hand them over.
Hey, you need a small screwdriver? Which type? I’ve got a
little flathead and a Phillips, so I can take care of either
problem. What do you mean you can’t find your primary
finger tab? Where’s your back up? Oh . . . in my purse? I
was supposed to make a new face for it, I remember. Heck,
I even have an extra divider and an extra ledge, because I
saw it laying on the table and thought we might need to
replace worn parts. Finally, I realized that I should just go
ask someone for a piece of paper. It would’ve been a lot
easier than this mess.
Slowly, I began reassembling the little purse. I placed
things back in the small pockets, ensuring the nocks were
in one area, then Sharpies, golf tees, and screwdrivers were
placed into another pocket. I told myself that as soon as I
get home, I’m getting out the gear bags that always accompany us to tournaments and putting this stuff away. How
silly to be dragging it around in my purse. Oh so soon it
was time to head out to get my three sons for practice, so
I finished up the coffee, put the magazine away, made a
mental note to myself (never did get that paper) to put a
real pen in the purse and a piece of paper, and out the door
I went, toting my heavy, clutter-filled little bag with me. I
picked up my sons, and went to practice. While practicing, an older friend comes in and begins fussing with his
compound bow. He doesn’t have his tool box. “Hey,
Lorretta,” he says, “Do you have some tools I can borrow?”
No problem, Mike, I said . . . let me get my little purse
out. What do you need?

the bottom of your purse, and know which kid they
belong to.
3.You can put together a Cavalier finger tab in less than 15
minutes.
2.Your young archers can say at any time, ‘Mom, I need .
. .’ and you can find it within minutes located in your
purse.
And the number one way to know you are an archery
mom—you don’t mind that your purse, and your life, has
been taken over by
archery tackle. In
fact, you love it.

Top 10 Ways to Know You are a True Archery Mom
10. You not only know the difference between Fast Set and
Super Glue, but you have the appropriate glue with you,
at all times.
9.You know that the thread you carry everywhere does not
come with a needle, because the thread is not for sewing,
but for nock tying, a more important purpose.
8.You have at least eight golf tees or matt pins with you at
all times.
7.You not only have a multi tool, but carry a metric and a
standard one.
6.Instead of change, you carry nocks, of all sizes, colors,
and brands.
5.You carry small, portable screwdrivers at all times, both
standard and Phillips head.
4.You know the grain weights of those break-off points at

Lorretta Sinclair is

the mother of Dakota,
Clarke, and Barrett
Sinclair. President of
Clarke Sinclair Memorial Archery Scholarship
(www.clarke
sinclair.org) and collegiate division publicist
( w w w. c o l l e giatearchery.org).
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Tom Dorigatti

Special Feature

Archery Club
Incentive Program
—A Means to Boost Shooter Participation and Field Range Usage
“Target archery is seeing how far away you can get
and still hit the bull’s eye.
Bowhunting is seeing how close you can get and
never miss your mark!”
Unknown
(Source: http://members.aol.com/gregbowen/personal/quotes.htm#Archery)
“But you must be patient and careful;
nor should you expect to become an
accomplished archer
without long and severe training.”
Maurice Thompson, The Witchery of Archery,
1879,( pp. 153-154)
Keep the above in mind as you read through an
interesting and useful field range promotion scheme
that has proven overwhelmingly successful in the
five clubs I have used it in over the past 25 years.

G

Getting your “merry men and women” to get out
on the courses to practice and shoot is an age-old
problem for most archery clubs, especially those
oriented towards field shooting. While leagues
are a partial answer, they only serve to get shooters together once a week. There are problems
with absenteeism and makeup scores, vacations,
and the fact that many beginners think that they
aren’t good enough to shoot with the rest of the
a r c h e r y
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archers. Thus, rather than feel embarrassed, they
pass up the opportunity to shoot a field league.
Shooting a field or hunter course fulfills the
aspects and requirements of the beginning
quotes to this article. You, the target shooter as
well as you the bow hunter will get numerous
opportunities to fulfill the requirements of your
particular place in the game of archery, since
field shooting provides the archer with shots
varying in distance from 20 feet up to and
including 80 yards. The target size and the size of
the highest scoring ring varies with the distance
as well. Four arrows are shot for each target on
the 28 target marked distance field or hunter target course. Scoring is five points for the X-ring
and “spot,” four points for shots within the next
scoring rings, and three points for the outside
scoring ring, for a total possible score of 20
points per target and 560 points per round.
Many years ago, I developed a simple, noncompetitive system in an attempt to motivate all
shooters in the club, regardless of skill level, to
practice and to turn in scores. This system has
proven itself, time and time again. It gives you,
the shooters who just like to get out and shoot
for yourself a challenge and something to shoot
for as well. It offers a non-competitive opportunity for you, the shooter, to compete only with
yourself at your skill level and to be able to track

f o c u s

“You all now have a personal
reason to shoot and
participate without the
pressure of a tournament
environment!”

1.
Place their complete
your progress with little to
name, the date, and the
no hassle. All you have to do
round being shot onto the
is to go out and shoot when
scorecard.
you want to, complete a 142.
Shoot 14 targets (or
target round, put your score
28 targets) and add up their
for each target on a scoretotal score and X-count for
card, date and total the
each 14 target unit shot. The
score, and turn it in.
shooter must shoot the correct shooting blocks and
A common question asked at this point in every diswrite down the scores just like they are done in a tourcussion of this system is: “How can we be sure the shootnament. Only official club scorecards or official tourer isn’t “fudging” his/her score?” The answer is simple:
nament scores are acceptable.
“Who cares?” It will be very, very obvious if a shooter
turns in a 270 score for the incentive system and then 3.Total up the scores and Xs, sign the card, and then
place the scorecard in the lockbox (a mail box with a
goes to a tournament and shoots a 230, won’t it? This is
padlock works just fine).
not for anyone else’s satisfaction but that of the individual shooter. How many scores you shoot each week is 4.Any score cards not totaled up with not be counted. It
isn’t the job of the secretary to total up score cards, so
entirely up to you, and if you don’t shoot a score, there
this should be made very clear.
isn’t a penalty for it. There isn’t a meeting or shooting
time, there isn’t a schedule, and there isn’t a handicap to 5.It is best if two shooters shoot together, but it is not
mandatory. If two shooters shoot together, then signafigure out. There are no ‘games’ to win or to lose.
tures should be on the scorecards for each shooter.
Everyone that participates is a winner in many, many
ways. In the five clubs I’ve used this system in since the 6.Tournament scores count in this incentive system.
Simply turn in a copy of your tournament score prop1970s, it has never failed to boost shooter participation
erly signed along with the date and where it was shot.
as well as shooter scores. In one particular club, we had
only 40 active shooters, and during
the first outdoor season from April
Figure 1: Sample Shooter Record Sheet
through August, those 40 shooters
turned in over 1400 scores! Now that
Incentive System Shooter Record, 2006
is obviously a huge boost in particiArcher’s Name: ___________________
pation and course utilization, is it
Date
Round (F, H)
Total Score
Total Xs
Present “Club”
not?
6/1
Field
250
19
250
6/5

F

254

18

The System in Detail
6/6
F
256
20
255
Items Required
6/12
H
259
20
1.14 or 28 target field course (or
hunter course)
2.Field and/or Hunter target faces per the NFAA specifi- 3-Ring Binder Setup
cations (or IFAA).
You can set up the 3-ring binder any way you choose. I’ve
3.Score cards to handle 28 targets.
found that the easiest way is aligning the shooters alpha4.Mail box (or some type of box) with a padlock for the betically by last name first, with the archer’s name in the
shooter to place completed scores into
upper right corner of the sheet. Items entered onto the
5.Spare scorecards adjacent to the locked box.
individual archer’s sheet include: date, round shot, total
6.3-ring binder for master copy of each participating score, and total Xs. (see Figure 1 above). I strongly recarcher’s scores
ommend that every shooter participating has their own
7.“Shooting Club” Poster Boards
scores record and that every score that each shooter turns
8.Secretary to maintain #5, #6, and #7 above for each in be recorded on a sheet similar to the one below. All
shooter.
columns are self-explanatory with the exception of the
“Present Club,” which will be explained later.
Rules
The rules are kept simple. It is only necessary for the
shooter to:
Continued on the Next Page
a r c h e r y
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“I have yet to see this system
fail to radically increase the
use of the courses and to
improve the scores of all the
participants.”

every score, if it is added up
The “Key” to the System
and properly completed, is
The “key” to the entire sysentered onto each shooter’s
tem is the “Shooter Club.”
personal score record and
Every shooter who turns in a
kept in the 3-ring binder. It
score above 200 for 14 taris imperative you have a hard
gets becomes a member of a
copy of those scores. It is also
shooter club that is based
a good idea to keep the origupon a 14 target score. The
most successful shooter club setup that I’ve determined inal score cards to fall back on, just in case questions
over the years is as follows: 200, 210, 220, 230, 240, arise. In all the years I have done this, I haven’t had any
250, 255, 260, 265, 270, 272, 274, 276, 278, PER- questions arise, but I kept those original scorecards in the
club house anyway.
FECT.
Shooter Club Rules Once you attain a given “club”
level, you cannot go backwards and pick up a
shooter club you missed at a lower level. You
Figure 2 Sample Shooter Club Poster
can only try to move up to the next level. You
Skybow Bowmen 200 Club Members
can continue to shoot and turn in as many
Shooter
Name
Date of Score
Score
X Count
scores as you so choose. Each score will be
Alcorn,
Jim
4/1
205
6
recorded on your personal scoring record. As a
Ferry,
Alice
4/8
200
8
result of your improvement, you can skip
Zalcorn, Harvey
4/8
209
11
shooter clubs. For example, you have shot a
.
.
.
score of 256. A few weeks later you turn in a
.
.
.
score of 266. You are now a member of the
“265” club and have skipped the “260” club
and cannot go back to become a member of the
260 club. Or, if the secretary so chooses, if you “skip Awards
over” a club, they can automatically include you in that The rewards provide the finishing touches to the incenclub. It doesn’t really matter all that much.
tive system. The club can decide on any number of
Shooter Club Listing Posters The secretary should things to do for the awards. Some things that have been
make up these posters so that the shooters can be aware done include: the use of embroidered patches made for
of who else is in their respective shooter’s club. These can each shooting club so that the shooters can put them on
be made out of regular paper and enclosed in plastic, or their shooting shirts or mount them in a frame; making
they can be made of poster board with each shooter club pin- on buttons with the club logo on the border and the
on its own poster sheet. That is to say, you need a sepa- shooting club score in the middle (or vice-versa); certifirate poster for each of the shooter clubs from 200 right cates for each shooting club attained during the year for
on up to the PERFECT club. These can all be done each shooter; NFAA style patches; and engraved metal
ahead of time, or can be made as shooters “join” each bars with holes in them for chaining them together in a
sequential shooter club. The names should be listed as stacked fashion similar to the NFAA 20-pin system. It is
each shooter gets into each shooting club. That way, you a good idea to give a shooting club award for every “club”
don’t have to make up new sheets all the time, but rather each shooter attains during each year. This little thing
just continue your sheets as they occur (see the sample can really make the year-end banquet a great festivity! It
is the completion of the Incentive System and will allow
above right).
Helpful Hints The secretary or manager should the club to have further gains the following year, since
make it a point to keep the scores up to date on a week- word gets around in a hurry.
If desired, the club can also make up “X-count”
ly basis. Be absolutely certain to keep the Shooter Club
Posters up to date and that they are neatly and com- clubs, starting at say, Five Xs per round and going up to
pletely done. By keeping those posters up to date, every- Fifty Xs or even more! This is easily accommodated, and
one gets to see how everyone else is doing and they find is part of the recorded data anyway.
the added incentive to try to make the next higher club
level; either from a personal challenge standpoint, or to What better way to promote your field range and club
try to catch up to their buddies. Also make certain that than to provide a non-competitive, non-hostile, pressurea r c h e r y
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free means of accomplishing the
three goals reflected in the open quotations for as many shooters as want
to participate? I have yet to see this
system fail to radically increase the
use of the courses and to improve the
scores of all the participants. You all
now have a personal reason to shoot
and participate without the pressure
of a tournament environment!
In conclusion, and for some
added fun, Robin Hood’s Oath goes
as follows: “That you, the freemen of
this forest...
Swear to despoil the rich, only to
give to the poor,
to shelter the old and the helpless,
to protect all women, rich or poor,
Norman or Saxon.
To swear to fight for a free England,
to protect her loyally, until the return
of
our king and sovereign Richard the
Lion Heart.
And to swear to fight to the death
against our oppressors.
(Courtesy of:
http://members.aol.com/tradbowmd/archdict.htm)

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since he was 12 years
old. He has been bow hunting and in competitive archery for nearly 40 years. During his archery career, Tom has competed or shot
archery in no fewer than 38 of the
contiguous United States plus
Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and
Guam. He has won numerous local
and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in
three different sections of the NFAA.
Tom prefers to shoot in the
Unlimited Division, but has recently been learning to shoot a recurve
bow FITA style. He is also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Are the bow racks on your range this busy?

a r c h e r y
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Ava McDowell
Part 2 of 3

Special Feature

Buying a Bow—What Matters?
Archers from around the world were asked to list,
in order, their criteria for choosing a bow. Their
criteria were then ranked and sorted into 15 general categories. One hundred and twenty-four
archers from 17 countries participated through
archery websites, including: Mathewsinc.com,
ArcheryTalk.com, WildernessArcherySite.com,
ArcheryWorld.com and BenPearson.com. There
are many factors for an adult archer to consider,
but I have narrowed it down to the Top Ten. In the
previous installment (Last issue. Ed.), I discussed
the first three factors to consider when shopping for
a new bow: size, feel and quality of materials and
workmanship. In this issue, we will discuss the next
four factors.
The Next Four Factors
We have established that the first three points of
selecting a bow deal with the fit and feel of the
bow. We turn now to the performance of the
bow and manufacturer support.
Smoothness of Draw Cycle The ideal draw
cycle is smooth with no abrupt changes in draw
force. You should not have to tug to get it going.
Compound bows should smoothly transition
from brace to the maximum resistance (peak
draw weight) then descend evenly into the letoff.
Some bows are smooth until you get to the
hump (the peak of the draw force curve) then
drop off like a roller coaster. That type of cycle is
bad for form and for your muscles.
In order to increase arrow speeds manufacturers have designed compound bow eccentrics
(wheels, cams, etc.) so that their draw
force curves climb rapidly, stay
high until the last possible
inch of draw,
a r c h e r y
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then drop precipitously into the “valleys.” In this
manner more energy is stored in the bow to be
given to the arrow. You need to realize that the
additional energy comes out of the archer which
can add to the fatigue of a long shooting day.
Such radical cam bows are great for bowhunting
at just a few shots per day, but are hard to justify for target archery when they will be shot hundreds of times per day.
Bows better suited to target archery have a
smooth cycle where you barely notice any
changes, allowing you to focus on the target and
not on your shifting muscles.
Recurve bows should also draw smoothly
with little “stack,” if any, in the draw cycle.
“Stacking” is a change to a higher rate of draw
force increase with draw, usually near the end of
the draw.
Speed Every compound bow manufacturer
lists the IBO (International Bowhunter
Organization) speed of their bows. Bows are
tested at a maximum draw weight of 70 pounds,
with a draw length of 30 inches and an arrow
built at 5 grains per pound of pull (350 grains).
Bows that do not meet these specifications (like
the Mathews Mustang® or Browning Micro
Midas®) are tested at their maximum weight
and length.
The need for speed is a factor that is widely
debated among archers. It seems as if everyone
would like to say they have the
fastest bow on the
line.

f o c u s

archers that warranties should cover a
bow for a period of time, not just one
owner. After all, why should a 10year-old bow be warranted and
not a two year-old bow just
because the two year old
bow was sold by the original owner? It would make
better sense for a five year
unlimited warranty.)
Noise Target archers are
not as concerned with noise as
hunters are. You do not want a
cam to creak when the bow is
drawn, or to hear the limbs
groaning or the string twanging on release. Anything that
can alert a prey animal to the
shot is undesirable. If you can
hear it, so can they.
There are accessories on
the market that eliminate
string movement to
avoid the twang, but
there is nothing that can
help with creaking or groaning other than tearing down
the bow and finding out what is
wrong. Compound bow parts do
require lubrication.
If limbs creak there is reason for concern. The limb may be delaminating or near
failure. If the limbs of your compound bow
or recurve bow make any kind of noise, have
them checked by a knowledgeable bow mechanic. The
limbs on a new bow should not make any noise.

However, many hold that excessive speed actually lowers
the accuracy with which you can shoot a bow.
What is not in dispute is that any form of archery
that requires shooting at long distances requires a minimum amount of speed to get the arrow to the target. The
amount of speed needed is relative to arrow composition/weight and the bow’s draw weight and draw length.
Clearly longbow shooters in the past shot at targets 100
yards away with some measure of success. Today, a 300
feet per second arrow will cover that distance in about a

“All bow companies offer some
type of warranty. They are
usually limited to the original
owner of the bow.”
second, much faster than those longbows could do. And,
the less time arrows spend in the air, the less time any
wind can blow them around. The argument centers
around whether a 300 fps arrow is a significant advantage
over, say, a 250 fps arrow. Some say yes, some say no.
Obviously, at short distances or indoors, the speed factor
becomes much less relevant.
The speed factor becomes more important if you
compete at unmarked distances. The unmarked distances
are not entirely unmarked—there are maximum and
minimum distances for certain kinds of targets and ranging techniques reduce the uncertainty even further—but
having a faster bow means that there is less distance
between sight marks and less of a penalty to pay for misjudged distances.
Customer Support/Manufacturer Reputation/
Warranty When you invest in a quality bow, you want
to know that the company will stand behind you if
something goes wrong. It does not take long for bad
news to travel if a company lets a customer down. If you
want to know about a company, ask someone who shoots
their bows. Go to their website and ask questions. Some
manufacturers have discussion forums where you can get
a lot of information about the manufacturer. Check
internet archery discussion sites that have equipment
threads.
All bow companies offer some type of warranty.
They are usually limited to the original owner of the
bow. This should factor into your decision between buying a new or used bow. Used bows are, generally, not covered by any type of warranty. If you choose to buy a
used bow to save money, you will be responsible for paying for anything that goes
wrong in the future. (There is a
debate among

In the Next Issue
We conclude this series with the final three points to
consider. Plus, we will look at some aspects to consider
when buying a bow for a child.

Ava McDowell is an elementary/middle school music teacher
in New Haven, Michigan. She
coaches in the Royal Oak Archers
JOAD program in Lake Orion,
MI, in charge of the Senior
Division and compound archers. Currently she is working on a
Level 2 coaching certificate as well as developing a comprehensive
curriculum for the program. Ava is an avid student of the sport,
competing at the state level with plans to move into national competition in 2006.
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Sandi & Tim Scronce

A Coaching Pair

Coaching Archery

Recently the NAA recognized two regular contributors to this column, Tim and Sandi Scronce, as Volunteer
Coaches of the Year. We thought a good way to recognize their achievement is to publish articles from each
of these award winning coaches. Ed.

Being . . .
Prepared

From Target Panic
to Target Terror

As a coach, you must be prepared. Two little
words that mean so very much. Both Tim and I
are very familiar with the need to ‘be prepared,’
me from being a Girl Scout leader for 10 years,
and he from being a Boy Scout and Boy Scout
volunteer for countless years. Our training in,
and for, scouting has given us a great foundation
for being archery coaches. When we started
teaching archery years ago, we discovered that
foundation to be very valuable. To coach students
you must have a bounty of knowledge under your
belt to keep them motivated and interested. To
certify instructors there is also a need to be prepared, for they need that same bounty of knowledge under their belts.

Many articles have been written about target panic.
Many of those are excellent articles, I might add.
Reading them I have always found something that I
could use. I teach ways to prevent target panic in classes
and basically what causes it. I know it’s important to
understand target panic, but recently at a tournament
it really hit home.

by Tim Scronce

by Sandi Scronce

I

In 1992, when the Girl Scouts asked us to be
archery instructors for our council, we knew
we were not prepared for that task. A NAA
Level 1 archery coach training gave us the first
step to being prepared for a wonderful adventure that we continue today. After we got started teaching archery at camps, we found that
there was a need for more knowledge. The
camp directors came to us asking for help with
equipment and even range information. After
all, we were the trained, certified professionals.
At this point . . . yeah, right! So we had to prepare ourselves for the assignment of helping
scout camps put on better, safer programs. We
located and became familiar with the local

I love going to tournaments, not necessarily because
of the competition but because of the different levels
of sportsmanship that are very apparent. They’re like
large, open classrooms. Just think of the last tournament you went to and how many different styles you
saw and the many levels of handling stress and, of
course, target panic.
The majority of my dealings with target panic
involve youth archers. Yes, it’s hard on adults, but we
have the added value of experience and maturity to
help deal with it. Most young archers experiencing
their first bout of target panic aren’t even old enough
to understand the meaning of stress. Lucky them.
Target panic comes on fast, hits hard, and leaves an
unforgettable impression. The following are just
some examples of what I saw at one tournament.
Archer A is a compound shooter whose age is
“under 12.” Just came to have fun. As I understand
it, A had not been able to shoot much in the past few
months due to other interests. (Kids!) Usually a very
level-headed shooter and consistent, A was all over
the target; actually more off than on. Several people
were trying to figure out the problem. Everyone had

Continued on the Next Page
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Sandi-Continued
pro-shop and its owner. Our involvement with scout
camps lead us to realize that we needed even more
training and more help with the growing enthusiasm
we had created with their archery program. We decided to go the next step and get our Level 2 coach certifications. The owner of the pro-shop saw a need for
that training as well.
In 1998, we were challenged again to ‘be prepared’ for yet another chapter of our archery adventure. We were asked to coach a JOAD program for the
pro-shop. We were
definitely not prepared
for that undertaking.
So we ventured out to
find someone to help
us understand how a
JOAD program works
and got another type
of training to prepare
us for yet another
rewarding job ahead of
us. Although, as we
got more involved in
the program, we discovered we were still
not prepared enough. Sure, we could help the students
shoot a bow, but they were asking us about competing
and tournaments. Well, we hadn’t done any of that!
So, to be prepared we went and participated to see for
ourselves what it was like and how to handle it. Then
we were prepared to go back to our students and tell
them what to expect. That in turn helped us be prepared for our first JOAD tournament, one we put
together for our club members.
As we continued down the course of our archery
adventure, we found little things from time to time
that we again were not prepared for. We were mainly
teaching recurve archery to all of our students. Tim
and I shot mostly recurve, except when Tim shot his
old Bear compound when hunting. Then we began
getting more and more compound bow students,
which we had to learn more about. I, being a traditionalist who loves her longbow and recurve bow, had
to give in on my attitude that “we didn’t need training
wheels on our bows,” and learned to shoot a compound bow. Tim was always telling me “If I was going
to be successful at teaching all my students, I had to
learn.” Some of our compound shooters heard about

Tim-Continued
an opinion and with each
expressed opinion came
even worse shooting: A
didn’t practice enough, A
isn’t serious enough, A
just doesn’t care. I think
at one point I even heard
the proverbial blind
squirrel remark; so much stress for a small mind to handle.
Someone finally noticed that A’s draw length had
increased. Well, what do you know, a child experiencing a
growth spurt. I would imagine it’s incredibly hard to have a
consistent anchor if you’re pulling against the wall. Shucks,
that’s easily fixed; let the draw out. Yeah, go ahead . . . right
there in the middle of a competition.
Now, I know at this point you’re thinking (more likely
loudly expressing) that a little preparation before the shoot
would have been appropriate. This should have been caught at
practices, at JOAD class, if nowhere else in the back yard, but
let’s look at it from A’s perspective: A had things to do. A is wellrounded . . . soccer, basketball, school, and ordinary basic kid
stuff. There’s only so much time in a day. Experience tells most
of us that to enter a tournament without proper preparation
would be foolish. Responsibility guides us to know that time as
well as money shouldn’t be wasted on mediocre scores.
Maturity provides us the ability to admit we are not ready and
more practice is needed. But in someone under 12? Target
panic quickly escalated into target terror not because of just a
few missed shots but because of being unprepared and thinking that past accomplishments would make the difference.
Archer B is a recurve shooter whose age is “tweens.” I
watched as B drew back and stood in agony and despair at full
draw. What possibly could be wrong? Usually when I see
something going wrong, I try to figure out who the parents
are and, uh, eaves drop. It’s amazing how much you can find
out just standing in the background. What’s this I hear? A
new clicker. Well gee, it’s about time B learned how to use
one. Let’s put it on a week before competition. All the great
archers use them.
There is absolutely no more panic generating force than
to stand on the shooting line running out the clock because
you can’t get that arrow pulled through the clicker. You pull
and pull and pull but it just won’t go off. Tick tock, tick tock,
tick tock . . . buzzzzzzz. Anxiety, fear, panic, terror. Ever
thought about the pressure that must be piling up after shooting two one’s and running the clock out on the third arrow
just to step back up to the line and rip off the index feather
because the arrow didn’t pull through the clicker, but you

Continued on the Next Page
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3-D shoots. We had to learn the differences between
shooting holes in paper and 3-D shooting outside.
Outside! We discovered there was an opportunity for
our club members to experience shooting outside. A
whole different venue for them to explore and levels of
rank to achieve in JOAD.
Scout councils heard that we, with our Level 2
Coaching certificates, could certify instructors for
them. Then our workload started getting quite heavy
. . . which we weren’t prepared for. We needed to prepare some of our Level 1s to be Level 2s to help us on
this mission. On to the next step—taking the Level 3
coach training! Now we are prepared to spread the joy
of archery even farther. With our Level 3 certificates,
not only can we train Level 1 coaches to be Level 2s,
but also we are now prepared enough to coach individuals more directly and personally. Everything we
had done up until then had been in group settings: at
camps and in classes. Coaching individuals provides
opportunities that group settings don’t offer, like
using some of that very intense weeklong training
from the Level 3 class. Level 3 coach training has
given us a network of colleagues, knowledge, and
resources to better equip us for all that coaching can
present to us.
As our desire grew to be even more prepared to
help others enjoy archery as much as we do, we found
ourselves wanting to better prepare those we were
teaching. To accommodate this desire, we bought
books, subscribed to magazines, accumulated handouts (inspirational and technical), accumulated all
kinds of archery equipment and tools, joined clubs
and spent hours on the Internet gathering archery
information. All of which, in turn, made us better
coaches. When we would go various places, whether
for classes or for fun, we would find ourselves looking
for things to add to our inventory. It could be the
newest gadget for the compound. It might be a broken
bow to show at our next certification class. “Oh, you
gonna throw that away? May I have it? I’d like to use
it as an example of what not to do.” We do all of this
to be better prepared to do our job.
The cost for being a well-prepared coach involves
more than money (although it does take a considerable amount of money). As you can probably already
realize, it consumes a lot of personal time. It means
giving up weekends. It means using your vacation
time from your full-time job. It even means getting
your children involved so they too can ‘be prepared’ to
help, as on a weekend when you have two or even
three events scheduled for the same day (but, thankfully, not all at the same time). We just can’t say no!
Tim will take T.J. and go off in one direction to work
with the boy scouts. Meanwhile, I take Crystal in the

Tim-Continued
released anyway?
We’ve all been there you say! Of course we have, we’re
adults. We’ve paid our dues and learned from our mistakes.
B will learn from those mistakes also but not when they all
pile up at once. It’s hard to recover when your peers are
telling you things will work out and not to worry yet all the
while are out shooting you.
Again, you say that a good coach should have known better than to have put a clicker on a week before a tournament.
I agree whole-heartedly. Problem is . . . coach was not experienced enough. I have found that most kids have a hard time
dealing with a clicker. My own daughter was forced by her
coach (me) to try one and it was the biggest mistake I ever
made. Too much pressure too soon. Don’t get me wrong, I
firmly believe in draw check devices but some people just can’t
use them. On the other hand, some people just don’t know
how to set them up.
The more B tried, the worse it got. Common sense ruled
and the clicker came off! B calmed down and the shots got
more consistent. Not only was B happy that the arrows were
hitting the target they were supposed to but happy also
because they weren’t hitting everyone else’s anymore.
I am sure that the clicker will go back on B’s bow but this
time there will be some serious work and lots of practice. All
will work out and, later, B will be happy with the payoff a
clicker will provide. The moral? A little prep and education is
a whole lot better than ‘on the job training.’
Archer C is a . . . who cares what C is shooting; it’s C’s
first time at a tournament. C joined JOAD three weeks ago
and it was decided that C needed some tournament experience. Obviously you’ve noticed that I am not one to criticize,
but come on . . . a tournament after being three weeks in
archery? I agree that some experience on the tournament line
is needed but not when the archer hasn’t even scored enough
rank to be shooting past nine meters.
C was enthusiastic about being there, but a bit apprehensive at the same time. C had shot some from 18 meters
and been able to hit the target butt in practice. The problem
was that C couldn’t hit it consistently and had not shot on the
line with so many archers. Especially with an adult on either
side. It was a bit intimidating and it began to show. First arrow
shot was below and in front of the target, second arrow above
and airborne, third arrow somewhere on the target butt (not
necessarily C’s target butt). Eventually everyone around C
began to complain. Oh, not to C, but out loud to everyone
else. C’s attitude began to change. I noticed that when C
arrived, the attitude conveyed was one of wonder, excitement,
maybe even passion. As things began to fall apart, C began to
withdraw. I saw a quietness take over and the look of wonder
become a face filled with anxiety. Eventually C was gone from
the shooting line. I looked around and couldn’t find C. Five
ends into the shoot C and parents got so discouraged they left.
The impact this had on this child was unimaginable. I
would like to believe that C went back to JOAD and has since
Continued on the Next Page
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opposite direction to work with the girl scouts.
Occasionally, we meet in the middle to work with yet
another group. We are lucky because we are a coaching team. We work off of each other’s strengths and
weaknesses.

I

I feel every person should ‘be prepared’ if they choose
to teach, coach, or just mentor others in a sport.
Fourteen years ago when we started on this journey,
because of the discovery of archery equipment in our
scout lodge, I would have never imagined we would be
at the point we are today—after years of accumulating
all the tools of our chosen hobby, we now have a trailer to haul it all around with us. Whether we are teaching a Level 2 course or just having fun popping balloons at a birthday party, we are preparing for the next
Sandi and Tim Scronce are both NAA Level 3

Coaches. Tim has been involved in archery since the age
of seven. He shoots compound, recurve, and occasionally
longbow and competes regularly, when time permits.
Sandi and Tim teach and certify Level 1 and Level 2
instructors, work with Girl and Boy Scouts thru archery,
coach in a JOAD program, and have a range at home to
teach privately. In the past three years, they have used
archery to raise funds for the American Cancer Society, the
Union County Lions Club, and the Sun Valley Community Fair supporting five area schools. Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They have two children, Crystal and TJ, who both shoot recurve and compete
as well.
They are proud to add that Crystal spent two years
working on getting an archery club going in her high
school which became a reality in February 2002. She now
attends North Carolina State where she plans to help reinstate the college’s archery team.

Tim-Continued
begun to get the experience needed to compete, but I can’t help
but wonder if archery just fell by the wayside because of the lack
of judgment by all involved to put this child in that situation.
The terror I saw overtake this child was indescribable.
We all know that target panic can be dealt with. Enough
practice can prepare you for anything. There are lots of methods to prevent it. Shooting at a blank bale or shooting up close
to the target butt. These are easy ways to prepare. Recently
while shooting a 3-spot target I was keeping my arrows in the
nine and ten rings. On the face of the top limb of my compound I have written “ALL GOLD.” It’s just a little mental
thing for me. Does it work? Most of the time. The problem
occurred when I had to replace the target half way through
the shoot. I continually and consistently began to shoot the
third arrow in the same spot on the 8 ring every end.
Complaining about it at the target while scoring, a guy shooting with me simply said: “Shoot your third arrow first.” Wow!
Why didn’t I think about that. It worked. I shot three tens
. . . it’s my story.
We all deal with target panic. We have the experience to
not let it get too out of hand. We have the maturity to handle the stress and make adjustments mentally on the spot. As
coaches we should be able to know that young archers under
our instruction can develop the ability and maturity to handle target panic. We should and must make the effort to train
these young archers to understand that it happens to everyone
at some point and can be overcome fairly quickly. We should
also take the time to understand that parents need to be
trained what to look for with target panic. There is a need to
make sure that parents know that they are a major factor in
causing or curing target panic in their child.

I

It has been said that archery is 95% mental; I suggest that target panic is 100% mental. Making sure that your students
fully understand target panic willContinued
help them
target
on keep
the Next
Pagepanic
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Lanny Bassham

Mental Skills

The Eyes Have It!
What are the advantages that the top shooters have
over the typical ones? “Equipment, experience, knowledge or skill,” you say? That is certainly true but one of
the differences might be in the way they use their eyes.
In this article we are going to look at some recent
research on what we are doing visually before we release
a shot. Is there a connection between consistent mental
performance and eye movement?

T

The Quiet Eye Phenomenon
Ever heard of The Quiet Eye Phenomenon? I hadn’t until I reviewed some research by Dr. Joan
Vickers of the University of Calgary. Here is what
she says about her research on what she calls “the
quiet eye phenomenon:”
“By recording under laboratory conditions
precisely what golfers see while they putt, my
team of researchers in the Neuro-Motor
Psychology Laboratory at the University of
Calgary are beginning to figure out what separates really good putters from the rest. We
call it The Quiet Eye.
The Quiet Eye occurs when your gaze
remains absolutely still on the ball just before
and as the stroke is performed. There are two
important aspects to this basic yet essential
skill: location and duration. Our research has
shown that golfers who putt well focus their
gaze on either the back of the ball or the top
of the ball. Which is better? Both locations are
effective in improving accuracy, but a weight
of evidence is beginning to favor the back of
the ball.
a r c h e r y
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We’ve also studied Quiet Eye duration.
The expert putters had Quiet Eye duration of
two to three seconds on average, while the
less-skilled players held their gaze steady for
one to two seconds.
The same result has been found in a
number of other sport skills such as rifle
shooting, darts, billiards and the basketball
free throw. In putting as well as in other
hand-eye-target skills, The Quiet Eye is
emerging as an indicator of optimal focus
and concentration.
Why is it essential that you develop a
Quiet Eye when you putt? It’s simple – your
hands are controlled by your brain, which
gets valuable information about what to do
from your eyes. As you putt, your brain needs
to organize more than 100 billion neurons.
These neural networks are informed by your
gaze, and control your hands, arms and body
as the stroke is performed. These networks
will stay organized for only a short period of
time; a window of opportunity opens that
must be used when it is at its most optimal.
This is The Quiet Eye period.”
Interesting? You bet! This research is a good reason
to send your kids to college. Smart people are doing
stuff that actually helps the rest of us hit what we are
aiming at. So, what does this mean to an archer? It
might mean that if you look precisely at one spot for
2 to 3 seconds before shooting you just might get
more Xs.
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strategy to compensate for it and running a mental program
to make this all happen smoothly and on time. These are all
left-brain, Conscious Mind processes.
Now, here is the problem. Shooting should be a
Subconscious Process and that is primarily a right-brain process. How are we going to transfer
the action from left-brain to rightbrain? One way to look at this is that
the left-brain needs to quiet so that
the right-brain can do its job. This
can actually be demonstrated and
measured by studying the electrical
activity of the brain. Dr. Debbie
Crews of Arizona State has done just
that and she has determined that
when the left-brain quiets performance increases. We become more
consistent because we are not thinking too much. If fact, the left brain
does what it is supposed to do but does not inhibit the rightbrain.
I can’t prove it, but I have a theory. I believe that one
reason why the quiet eye works is because it allows the left

Looking at Dr. Vickers research from a shooter’s point of
view we can see a lot of parallels between golf and archery.
First, archery is definitely a hand-eye-target skill. I feel that
a more complete system might be mind-eye-hand-target
skill. If the mind is not engaged properly first, the eye does
not lock on to the target. And if the
eye does not lock on to the target,
we do not move the bow in the correct manner to put the arrow in the
center. We need the mind to do its
job first. Let’s look at this in more
detail.
First, there are three mental
processes at work to execute both a
golf shot and a shot on a target. The
conscious mind is the first mental
process and it is largely a left-brain
process. The left brain handles processing the information from our
senses and our decision making. For golf it is choosing
which club to use, how we are going to hit the ball and lining up the shot. For archery, depending on the event, it is
reading the wind, perhaps evaluating yardage, setting up a

L

“If it takes you longer
than three seconds for
your hold to settle, you
may wish to delay
obtaining location until
you are two to three
seconds away from
shooting. ”
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So, should you hold your eyes still for from 2 to 3 seconds
prior to shooting? You may find that you already are. If not,
recent research might be on the side of doing just that.

Dr. Joan N. Vickers is a professor of kinesiology at the
University of Calgary, in Alberta, Canada. For more detailed
information on The Quiet Eye, visit www.kin.ucalgary.ca/
nml/.

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental Management® concepts are used and
endorsed by Olympian and World
Champion shooters. You can reach him at ... or at
www.mentalmangement.com.

Another issue noted by Dr. Vickers in her research is that
when performers were unsure as to exactly how to properly
execute a task, their ability to attain and maintain the quiet
eye diminished. It might follow therefore that if a shooter is
a r c h e r y
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

indecisive about the yardage estimation to the target or their
wind effects compensation strategy that the chance of the
quiet eye phenomenon occurring diminishes. The Self
Image, the third mental process, engages. It must be like me
to perform this way. If we are confident, we know how to
do something it becomes like us to do it and everything
works. If we are uncertain and it is not like us to do something we become less consistent and error results. This
emphasizes the need for the shooter to become so well
trained that they can approach shooting in competition
decisively.
When talking to some of my elite shooters concerning
what the eyes are doing just prior to shooting I find a pattern forming. Many feel that they are looking at the target
or with a soft focus somewhere between the line and the target in the pre-draw and then move to the final focused location in the last stages of the draw. All this happens subconsciously while the Mental Program is consciously running. I
feel certain that many of us are doing the correct thing for
years before the science proves to us that we were right in
doing it. If however, you are doing something different from
this you might need to look into the science behind the
quiet eye.

brain time to quiet down and allow the right brain to shoot
the shot subconsciously.
We teach shooters to “run a mental program” just prior
to shooting. We have talked about this technique before in
previous articles. The mental program seems to aid the
shooter in both blocking out outcome-oriented thoughts
and in increasing the chance of Subconscious shot execution. Since reading about the Quiet Eye Phenomenon I
have paid attention to what the top shooters appear to be
doing with their eyes just prior to releasing the arrow.
There are two observed issues with Dr. Vickers research
that relate to archers: keeping the eyes focused on one spot
(location) and doing this for two to three seconds (duration). The first issue suggests that we should be looking at a
very specific spot for the duration and if we are moving our
focus around on the target at all during the final moments
prior to shooting we may be giving up a mental advantage.
So, find a spot and lock on to it while aiming. The second
issue affects how long we hold at full draw or in the last
stages of the draw before releasing the arrow. Because aiming takes at least three seconds for most of us to perform
correctly the concern is that if it takes much longer than
three seconds we may be giving up mental control by overholding. Let’s be clear here. If it takes you longer than three
seconds for your hold to settle, you may wish to delay
obtaining location until you are two to three seconds away
from shooting. I feel that finding a specific location to focus
on and doing it for from two to three seconds prior to
releasing the shot has the added benefit of giving the leftbrain time to quiet just in time to allow for the shot to be
subconsciously performed. In other words, it aids you in
shooting the shot subconsciously.
I have noticed two other patterns that are problematic.
First, when asked about what they are doing with their
vision and how long they are holding their eyes still prior to
shooting shooters do not have a good grasp on this without
help. They are not aware of their eye movement and if you
think about it they should be running their Mental Program
at this time, and should not be worrying about what their
eyes are doing. So, they do not really know what they are
doing. It is helpful if another person times them and determines just what they are doing with their eyes just prior to
shooting. It makes sense that we should do everything,
physically and mentally, as consistently as possible during
this time. Do you know what your eyes are doing?

Steve Ruis

The Genesis Release
As a matter of journalistic integrity I must mention that we do not have fancy laboratories or
even fancy equipment to test out new
archery equipment. (Norb Mullaney (the
dean of archery engineers) told me he
made all of his own equipment, too. But
then he is an engineer; I am a chemist.).
We only test equipment when something
really intriguing comes along and then we
test it in ways that are probably very similar to ways you would. That thought gave
me the idea to share with you my release
testing regimen.

to take the chance of having a bow go off during
an awkward part of the draw cycle. I am constitutionally averse to eating compound bows! (By
the way I learned this from Larry Wise, to whom
I refer the credit. Thanks, Larry.)
The third phase involves . . . okay, now—the
bow! I almost never directly compare two releases
in one shooting session because they all fit some-

The AFm Release Aid Testing
Procedure
The first phase always involves ‘playing’
with the release aid. This is basically trying it on for size. Does it fit my hand well?
Will it fit other people’s hands well? Is the
Genesis Release (three finger model). See text for comment regarding
trigger accessible? Is it adjustable? I then The
the height of the middle finger groove.
adjust the trigger so that its position and
what differently in my hand and therefore create
tension suit me.
The second phase involves . . . no, not a bow slightly different anchor points, consequently
yet . . . a cord loop. This is just a piece of 1⁄8 inch having slightly different impact points on the tarrope that I have made into a loop such that I can get. This is why I recommend people keep to the
wrap it around my hand, attach the release aid to same brand and model release aid for their backit, and assume a roughly normal full draw posture up release. (You do have a backup release, don’t
(see photo). With the release aid under tension, I you?)
I shoot long enough with a new release to see
can test its action and listen for noise and feel
whether I can sense it going off. With a loop I can if I can “get comfortable” and “trust” it. Of
pull as hard or as light as I want, but I don’t have
Continued on the Next Page
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It has been snowing and raining ‘cats and dogs’ here
in beautiful Grass Valley, California . . . at least
outside. Inside it has been raining releases; there
seems to be an incredible number of new release aids
that have come onto the market.

arrow into the same hole. My groups were not noticeable
larger, so I tell you there was no effect, but I would like
to hear from those of you who do shoot quarter-sized
groups at 20 yards on this aspect of this release.
Phase Two One of the advantages of rope loop testing (other than preventing injuries to one’s face) is the
rope tells you when you get a clean release. With at least
a modicum of pressure on the rope, a clean release will
cause the rope to shoot straight outward along the line
that it was originally stretched. A less than clean release
(soft, punched, etc.) and the rope dribbles out. So, I
practice with the rope loop until I can consistently get
the rope to shoot out straight.
Now, Genesis claims that this is a “zero travel” trigger which, based on the way it was designed, seems
untrue. The moveable jaw is sitting on top of a column
attached to the trigger assembly. Because the pivot point
for this column is so near the trigger and the jaw is resting on the very edge of the column’s end, a tiny movement of the trigger sets it off. So, not zero travel. But this
is irrelevant as I could feel no movement in the trigger as
the release disengaged the rope or bowstring’s D-loop. I
am afraid that every release manufacturer is forced to
claim “zero trigger travel” when what they are producing
is “no discernable trigger travel” because of the realities of
the market. Once somebody claims “zero trigger travel”
will you buy anything less? The same thing has happened
to bows being sold on arrow speed. I hope people will
come to their senses; computers are no longer sold solely
based on clock speed, so there is some hope!
Phase Three I admit to being a little ‘gun shy’ on the
first few shots from my bow when trying a new release
aid. You don’t have to smack yourself in the face too
many times before learning caution. The first couple of
shots are drawn away from my face and only brought
into anchor when full draw has been achieved. After a
dozen or so shots I get fairly comfortable. I may make a
few adjustments to trigger post position and/or trigger
pressure, but only after some shooting.
The Genesis Release is smooth and easy to operate.
The trigger weight/pressure adjustment doesn’t affect the
throw of the trigger. I did not notice any effect of the
potential finger position problem (see Phase One above
with the proviso as stated). I quite like the feel of the
release and with it I was soon shooting groups much like
I am accustomed to. This may become my number one
release because my old release encouraged me to pull too
hard into the stops and I have been having bow shoulder
problems because of it.
I can’t comment on how durable it is, but Don

The trigger is adjustable over an enormous range to fit almost any size
hand!

course, all I am doing is seeing if I can adjust to it,
because other than a few adjustments, there is not much
you can do to make it fit you.
All in all, release aids are like baseball gloves, there
are a lot of good ones available, but certain of them just
‘feel’ better than others. In the final analysis, whether or
not you will like a release aid is a personal thing.
Testing the Genesis Release
Phase One Playing with the three finger Genesis Release
showed me a few things. For one, I could put the thumb
trigger almost anywhere I wanted it. The whole trigger
assembly can be move back and forth over 5/8 of an inch
(16mm) and then rotated 360°! The thumb post is
attached to one end of the adjustment bar and, according to its position relative to the release’s body, allows at
least another 90° of adjustment. This should allow the
Genesis Release be be fitted to quite small and quite large
hands. The screws involved, when tightened down, did
not seem to loosen on use. (When I settle on a final position for the thumb post, I will use a thread locking compound for extra insurance.)
While “playing” I felt there was a difficulty with the
positions for the fingers—either the middle finger groove
is too high or the index finger position is too low. Since
the three fingers in question are not the same length,
there should be a slight arc formed by the finger grooves
(see diagrams). Having the middle finger too high, in
effect, allows the release to rock back and forth around
that finger. Such rocking would change the anchor point
slightly, so it would not be good for consistency. I did not
notice an effect shooting my bow with the release, but
then I am not an elite archer who can put arrow after
a r c h e r y
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NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
U.S. Patent #RE36,266

The SURE-LOC® SUPREME and BLACK EAGLE SCOPE

Lightest & strongest sight available for the compound bow • no-lock
design • micro-adjustments in very accurate .002” increments •
signature isogrid extension • cam-assist 3-axis leveling block
Swarovski Optik® lens clarity • Sims® shock collar • maximum light
gathering and lightweight sculpted scope body • only lens designed
specifically for archery • 29mm + 42mm lenses in various diopters

C.S. Gibbs Corporation • Phone (812) 689-9926 • www.sureloc.com

Kudlachek’s reputation is such that I expect it to be be
very sturdy and last a long time.

I

If you are looking for a smooth, clean target release,
check out the Genesis Release. If your local pro shop
doesn’t stock them, contact Kudlachek’s Archery at
phone 360.425.3908, fax 360.425.0753, or email at
genesisarchery@qwest.net. The Genesis Release has a
retail price of US $120 (plus shipping) and comes in
three and four finger models as well as a wristrap model
for those who favor them.
Steve Ruis is Editor of Archery Focus magazine.

The moveable jaw sits on the top of the column. A small movement in the
trigger results in the jaw falling off, releasing the rope. A very simple
design that should prove very reliable.
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Anthony Hall

Special Feature

What You See . . .
Is What You Hit
Archers think about a lot of things. Equipment is
high on their list. Technique is valued, of course.
Finding time and friends to shoot with ranks right
up there. Practice time, habits of the quarry you
seek, dressing for a late fall hunt, setting up targets
in the back yard. One thing that many but the
best marksmen and women don’t consider, however, is a simple question—“How well do you see?”
Vision, of course, is our primary sense, occupying larger sections of our brains than smell,
taste, hearing or even touch. It is also nigh
impossible to consider archery without finely
honed visual acuity. Yet, for most of us, archers
included, vision is an afterthought.
This is partly because most eye problems
develop slowly, over time. It isn’t overnight that
presbyopia—that nagging freefall into the bifocal years—suddenly hits. Given the slowness of
the decline and, of course, the gift of denial, it’s
no wonder we don’t recognize eye problems
right away.
Discovering eye problems on the range is
no instant epiphany, either. Archers are prone to
blame equipment and technique first when they
can’t seem to hit the broad side of a bale of hay
anymore.
It’s easy to say “get your eyes checked,” and
it’s easy to do. At the mall in any town west of
the Atlantic and east of the Pacific, you can have
your eye problems reduced to the thickness of a
lens in a matter of hours. Or you might consida r c h e r y
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er a behavioral optometrist with the hopes of
avoiding lenses, thicker lenses, or bifocals altogether.
In the age of computers and televisions, we
have trained our eyes to do less and our brains
to see less, according to theories that vision
training optometrists will be glad to recite. The
result is less physical than perceptual, doctors
say, but the bottom line is still the same:
headaches, blurred vision, decreased acuity and
“a lack of response time,” according to Martin
Sussman, founder and president of the
Cambridge Institute for Better Vision in
Topsfield, Massachusetts.
There are five basic skills that define the
eyes’ capabilities, Sussman said. The first and
most often discussed is acuity or our ability to
see clearly at various distances. The second is
tracking or our ability to see things as they
move. (Hall of Fame baseball legend Ted
Williams said he could see spinning seams on a
ninety mile-per-hour fastball; now that’s good
tracking.) The third skill, pursuit, defines our
ability to find things that are not moving, a nice
skill to have if you are a race car driver frequently seeking out the speedometer, the track,
the oil pressure gauge, the restraining wall and
other cars in quick succession. Peripheral awareness is also important, especially Sussman said,
for fighter pilots who need to recognize what
kind of plane is coming at them from various
angles. (A writer once took basketball star Bill
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Bradley to an optometrist to discover why his passing
was so good. It turns out his peripheral vision—sometimes called “court vision”—was acutely developed.)
Depth perception, the last skill, is accomplished with
your two eyes working together, while your brain triangulates movement and distances. Broken down in
such a manner, one begins to understand that seeing is
not done with the eyes alone: it is done with the eyes
and the brain.
Behavioral eye therapy, “may help you be able to
interpret blurry situations, therefore you would need to
wear your glasses less because you get better at seeing
blurry things and understanding what they are,” said
Dr. Jeffrey A. Walline, O.D., PhD, Assistant Professor
at the Ohio State University College of Optometry.
Beware of claims that you can miraculously reverse
nearsightedness. Walline also said that behavioral eye
therapy “will not shorten your eyeball.” But there are
gains to be made for those having difficulty focusing up
close, meaning virtually everyone at age 40 or above.
“It’s one of the sure things in life. When we become 40
years old, our ability to focus our eyes to see things up
close declines,” Walline said.

A

Analogies to sports reinforce the behavioral and perceptual aspects of seeing well. Ted Williams may have
called it whacking the hide off the ball, while he was,
point of fact, honing his tracking skills. And Magic
Johnson may have called it giving the crowd a thrill
when he passed behind his back. But he had worked for
years, unbeknownst to him, developing his peripheral
vision.

“Broken down in such a manner, one begins to understand
that seeing is not done with
the eyes alone: it is done with
the eyes and the brain.”
There’s truth in the stereotypes, said Dr. Marc R.
Grossman, O.D., LAc., and author of five books on eye
improvement exercises. Accountants work close and
wear glasses. Farmers work with a horizon in front of
them and mostly do not (wear glasses), he claimed.
For archers, there are obvious skills to cherish and
a few less obvious. Acuity is nice, but archers don’t just
stare at the sight on their bows. They move their eyes
a r c h e r y
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Continued from Previous Page

perception and accommodation is compromised.
Sussman recommended simple exercises. Try holding a pencil at arm’s length and focusing on the point.
Keep focused on the point and bring the pencil slowly
towards the eyes. Repeat this 10-20 times, four or five
times during the day. (If the pencil becomes blurry, it is
a strong indication that you need to do this exercise
more often, he said.)
Sussman also recommends archers simply go into
the back yard and measure their own depth perception.
Do this by guessing the distance between yourself and
a tree, then measuring the distance. With practice, your
guesses will improve.
Far and near focusing is something you can
improve at your desk or at the archery range. Grossman
recommended, “the magic hot dog,” which is done by
focusing on a far wall, then bringing your two index
fingers together six or eight inches in front of your eyes.
The middle ground—the ends of your fingers—will
appear to float in the air. Shift your focus from the wall
to your fingers 10-20 times. Repeat this throughout the
day.
To improve peripheral vision, he said, put your
hands in the same position, but draw your fingers
apart, wiggling them as you do. Look at the wall
throughout, but continue your awareness of your fingers as long as you can. Similarly, focused on a television program, try to increase your awareness of items
above, below or to the left and right of the screen—the
table, bookshelf, picture frames or whatever is there.
You can also try setting up your targets at various
depths. If the range you use will allow it, try setting up
a target at 20 yards and at 30 yards, taking turns shooting at the different distances one arrow after another.
You can also type: “eye improvement” into your
computer’s search engine. Then, while your computer
is doing its blurry, binary thing, take time to look out
the window or at the pretty pictures on your wall.

from the sight , which is close, to the target, which is
far. And holding still is just not going to happen, if you
are tipping your head back to peer through the bottom
half of your bi-focals when you are about to release an
arrow.
In the first place, Sussman said, get your eyes thoroughly checked, by which he means see a behavioral
optometrist. Those guys at the mall with the $300
frames will measure your acuity and send you home,

thus making a quick diagnosis and a faster buck.
Behavioral optometrists should test all five visual skills
and ask you to talk about your life in general, gaining a
complete picture of what you use your eyes for. After
that, Sussman said, step one might be to “get glasses
that are correct for the activity you do.”
Step two brings the patient into the clever and convincing world of eye improvement techniques, all of
which owe some allegiance to William H. Bates, M.D.
an ophthalmologist from almost a century ago, who
published “The Cure of Imperfect Sight by Treatment
Without Glasses,” in the 1920s, a partly pragmatic and
partly pedantic treatise on eye improvement techniques.
From Bates, the school of behavioral vision therapy
emerged, baffling scientists at times, but linking strong
correlations between sight, perception, and habits of
seeing. We don’t lose vision by watching television, for
example, Sussman will say. But in time watching television fosters bad habits that create poor vision, because

Anthony Hall is a freelance writer from central
New York.
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Colin Remmer

Special Feature

Part 1 of 2

Shoot Better
with NLP
This is an article about Neuro - Linguistic
Program-ming, or NLP, and how it can be used
to improve your skills as an archer. NLP works
on the premise of taking a skill that successful
people have, breaking it down into smaller components in a such a way that it can be taught to
others so that by following the simple processes or
steps, those others can get the same results much
faster and without the years of practice normally necessary.
It is Called Modeling
In essence, what you do is very simple, you
find someone who is very good at doing what
you want to be able to do: consistently grouping their arrows in the gold, shooting well
under pressure, etc. and find out precisely
what they do in order to be able to demonstrate these abilities. There are various ways of
doing this, you can simply ask them “What
exactly do you do to group your arrows so
tightly? How exactly do you handle the pressure of shooting in competitions?” etc. The
problem with this method is that sometimes
they will know what it is they are doing and
other times they’ll answer something like, “I
don’t really know. I just stand up to the line,
draw my bow, aim and release and followthrough. It just happens.” The reason that
a r c h e r y
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they don’t know the answer is simply because
their behavior is so smooth and practiced that
it has become totally unconscious. The majority of people don’t have to think how to drive
their cars, they simply get in, turn the key and
off they go. If I asked you to drive from your
home to a destination five miles away, you
would probably be able to do it very easily,
but if someone stopped you in the street and
asked you for directions, you might struggle a
bit and have to think hard about it to be able
to direct them accurately to the same place.
This is because when we drive, we go onto
automatic pilot and respond unconsciously to
what we see around us.
A more effective way to get the information is to physically take the archer to the
archery range and ask him or her questions
while they are shooting their bow and carrying out the behavior you want to model. You
ask them questions like “What do you do
first? What are you aware of that you are
doing now? Then what do you do next? After
you (put whatever they answer as the first step
in here) what is the very next thing that you
do? What are you thinking about? What are
you aware of in your mind and body now?”
Take them all the way through the shooting
process a few times to be sure that they aren’t
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missing any steps out of the strategy. Bit by bit,
they’ll give you a complete breakdown of the shooting process that they use to achieve what it is that
you desire to emulate. (An offer of a beer afterwards
always helps the process along and for some
unknown reason often stimulates their desire to help
you).
When you have this information, then it’s a matter of repeating exactly (both mentally and physically) step by step, what they have told you, repeatedly
until you begin to follow the same process precisely.
By recreating exactly what they do, you will begin to
get the same results. The secret is precision.
How to Do It
There is a process in hypnosis called Deep Trance
Identification which can be used to help you to
acquire skills. It isn’t necessary for you to be in trance
or hypnotized in order to be able to do this, it simply involves you using your imagination.
To do this, find somewhere quiet where you can
sit down and relax without being disturbed for about
15 to 20 minutes. Sit yourself in a comfortable position and take a few deep breaths in through your
nose and out through your mouth. As you breath
out, allow your body to relax fully and feel like it’s
getting heavier with each outgoing breath. As you
breath out, say to yourself inside your mind a word
like ‘relax’ or ‘calm’ with relaxing or calming tonality. You’ll feel yourself relaxing and your body may
feel heavy or light or even have a mild tingling sensation; this is all perfectly normal. If you don’t feel

Make sure that it’s someone who is very good and
excels at archery. Let the image become as clear as
you can (again, this will improve with practice) at
this time. Watch them shooting and see them hitting
the gold consistently, or grouping their arrows tightly or whatever talent you wish to emulate. Put
sounds to the images. The more detail you can apply,
the better. What’s the weather like? Is there a breeze?
Can you hear leaves rustling? What is the air temperature in this place? After watching them for a few
moments, imagine that you are floating up out of
yourself and floating down into them like you are
putting on their body. From inside their perspective,
feel them shooting their bow, imagine their muscles
moving and flexing. Trust your intuition and your
imagination and allow yourself to slowly become
aware of exactly what they are doing with their body,
the kinds of words and thoughts that pass through
their mind and the entire process that they go
through to hit the gold. Feel yourself inside them
and moving as they do so thoroughly that it feels like

“This process helps to bring
those tiny things to the surface
and as any teacher of archery
will tell you, it’s the tiny
things that make the difference between hitting the gold
and hitting the blue at 70m.”
any of these things, that’s all right too; you can relax
as deeply as you need to at this time. The more you
practice this, the deeper you’ll be able to relax. Now,
begin to imagine a famous archer, someone from
your club or someone whom you admire greatly
standing just in front of you shooting their bow.

Continued on the Next Page
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it’s you shooting the bow. What can they hear? What
do they say to themselves as they shoot? What do
they see? How does it feel? Experience shooting a few
rounds of arrows from inside them and see the
arrows going precisely where you want them to go.
After a few minutes, imagine floating up out of them
and back into your own body. View them from your
perspective again, so you are watching them shoot.
Then begin to gently reorient yourself back to the
time and place you began and trust your unconscious
mind to bring with it all that it needs that it has
learnt from this experience. Take a few moments to
fully awaken again. You might want to have a nice
stretch and a yawn.
You might be aware of something that you’ve
experienced that you weren’t aware of before, or you
might not yet. Either way, go about your normal
daily routine now or go shoot some arrows.
You can be very accurate with this technique and
pick up on all sorts of minute details that you
mightn’t have been aware of before. It works because
when we watch someone doing something, we notice
the main things that they do. How they stand, how
fast they draw the bow, etc. and there are thousands
of other tiny clues that we pick up on unconsciously
that we aren’t even aware of. This process helps to
bring those tiny things to the surface and as any
teacher of archery will tell you, it’s the tiny things
that make the difference between hitting the gold
and hitting the blue at 70m. The muscles of the body
have what’s called muscle memory and by experiencing, so deeply, how another person shoots, you will
create minute muscle twitches in your muscles which
correspond exactly to those of your role model. Once
your body and mind have experienced something,
that memory is always in there and can be accessed
with the correct approach.

T

This process works in the same way as the famous
experiment of the basketball coach who took half of
his team and made them practice shooting free
throws everyday on the court for a month, while the
other half of the team practiced shooting free throws
everyday for a month as well, but only in their imagination. After the month was up, he got both halves
of the team together and let them all practice on the
basketball court together. He discovered that the half
of the team who had practiced on the court had
improved (as was to be expected), but the half of the
team who had practiced solely in their imaginations,
a r c h e r y
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had gotten much better (because firstly, the brain
cannot tell the difference between something that is
vividly imagined and something that is real) and secondly, because in their imaginations, they had never
missed a shot!
Try this out everyday for two weeks and notice
the difference it makes. Go on, give it a go. You
never know; it might just work.

Colin Remmer, DHP, LHS, is a registered
Clinical Hypnotherapist and a Master Practitioner
and Trainer of Neuro–Linguistic Programming
licensed by the Society of NLP. He has helped many
people improve their abilities. He practices archery
regularly at his local club in the south of France where
he lives with his wife Gail. You can reach him at
colin.remmer@tiscali.fr.
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John Vetterli

Recurve Tech 200

Lessons from the Martial Arts

Be the Arrow?
No, Be Like Water!
How many times have you heard the phrase “Be the
arrow?” If you are like me, you probably said “Be the
what? How in the world do I be the arrow?”

W

Well, here is an idea to cook a few of your brain
cells. In the art of Gung Fu (kung fu) it is said
that martial artists should “become like water.”
Water is, by nature, soft. It has no shape or form.
You cannot grasp or hold
it. Water is insubstantial,
yet it can penetrate solid
granite and break it. It
can crash in a wave and
destroy all in its path. It
can creep or drip or flow
or crash. It provides the
very essence of life or it
can take it. If you pour
water into a cup it
becomes the cup. If you pour it into a pot it
becomes the pot. It always seeks the most effective path to flow.
Okay, Grasshopper, what does the Gung Fu
precept of “be like water” have to do with
archery? It simply means that an archer needs to

have the ability to instantly adapt to any environment, competition venue, competitor, or problem that arises. Archers also can learn and apply
new ideas or techniques and not be burdened by
useless information.
Sounds simple doesn’t it? Ah, the insidious
little monster of the Asian paradox raises its ugly
head. In order to expand your own personal
growth, the use of paradoxes forces you to think
critically about the concept and find solutions
that come from within.
Only then will you posses
ownership of the answer.
That ownership opens
the door for you to incorporate the concept into
your everyday life.
Back to the cup of water. For an archer to be
like water, you have to believe that the only form
of real help is self-help. A coach cannot force you
learn a concept that does not fit your anatomy or
experience level. Only you can take a concept and
decide you can adapt to it, or to politely let it fall

“An archer needs to have
the ability to instantly
adapt to any environment, competition venue,
competitor, or problem
that arises.”
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by the wayside. You have to be a light unto yourself, not
the light of a coach, or peer, or teacher. You have to illuminate your own path in life, not blindly follow someone else’s light. Let’s imagine that all the knowledge and
skill of the archery world is a vast ocean that separates
into many rivers that one holds the knowledge of tech-

“You should always be moving, exploring new ideas and
opinions. Take what is useful
and discard what is not.
Always be open to change.”

erable world of organized despair. It is eventually pointless and not very fun. As my sword teacher Harris Sensei
often says, “You say that you are listening but you do not
hear what I am saying. You say that you are watching, yet
you do not see.” Progress is rewarding. Lack of progress
just plain sucks.

Y

Yeah, Yeah, Blah, Blah, Blah. Philosophy, be like water,
Asian martial arts. Grasshopper, you must be smoking
the Crayolas again if you think any of this has relevance
to modern archery. Ah, my friend. if you truly believe the
above statement, then your cup of water is stagnant and
putrid. Water has to move and flow. It has to constantly
be replenished in order for it to stay pure. That is the
simple secret of “be like water.” You should always be
moving, exploring new ideas and opinions. Take what is
useful and discard what is not. Always be open to
change. If you are working with a particular coach and
you have exhausted all of their knowledge, then it is time
to move on and find someone who can challenge you
and help you grow. Remember, no matter how much a
coach may know, someone always will know more.
So, be like water, my friend.

nique, another of equipment, another of mental skills,
etc. If you are going to fill your cup from the stream of
equipment knowledge, for example, you have to distill all
of that information until you have purified the water to
exactly the amount and degree that you can use effectively. It is easy to just dunk your cup into the stream and
fill it. The water will be cloudy and muddy and it is
probably something you would not want to drink.
Okay Grasshopper, I have filled my cup with the
purest water and I am ready to become like the water.
Just how do I do it? Good question. There is no way for
me to tell you how. That is the self-help that you have to
discover for yourself—after you have filtered out all the
garbage and are using only the things that work for you.
You are being flexible. You can flow, creep, or crash, just
like water. You will always be prepared for any situation
that you come across. Your training and, more importantly, your performance in competition will become
predictable and easier to duplicate. Without the ability to
critically analyze information and flow with the environment, you create for yourself a training/competition routine that is scattered and undisciplined. Those who do
this are the shooters who bounce from coach to coach
and are presented with new or revolutionary ideas and
even though they say they understand, they never learn
to adapt the new ideas into their shooting. Such behavior is completely unproductive. You are stuck in the mis-

John Vetterli says, “I live in Salt Lake City Utah. I have been
a professional Firefighter since 1987. I am married and have a
daughter and son. My martial arts history began in 1984 with
Osaka Sensei in the Karate form of Wado Ryu (the way of peace
or harmony). Osaka Sensei instilled in me the desire to always
know why we do things not how. I
began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido
(the art of the Japanese sword) in
1998 with Harris Sensei. A Zen
Buddhist Priest who finally taught me
how to focus. This has been a profoundly life changing experience. I am
a partner in the Zen Bu Kan Dojo
with my two friends Dick and Jason.
We teach Iaido and Kendo.”
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Traditional Archery

Brian J. Luke

Our Everchanging
Tradition

I

In Roger Ascham’s day (in the mid 1500s)
Ascham set out to promote a newer kind of
archery, transforming the “traditional” war bow
into a more genteel weapon. The traditional
war bow became more manageable,
lighter weight, easier to draw and hold.
This newer bow with its flat back and
rounded belly tapered gradually from
its plush handle to the delicate and
ornate horn tips. This newer bow
became what is now known as the “traditional longbow,” allowing archers of
any sex or stature to enjoy competitive
archery games and target archery.
Much later an English bowyer
named Buchanan refined the “traditional longbow” into a more efficient
weapon by the addition of fadeouts or
dips. These “dips” created a bow that
could now be seen as three separate
units, an upper limb, a non-bending
handle section, and a lower limb. This
greatly improved the cast and comfort
of the traditional longbow.
In the 1930s the “Traditional”
Buchanan design was improved by
changing the rounded belly of the
Buchanan longbow to a rectangular
cross-section limb. This bow was to be
called the American Longbow. The
rectangular cross section of the
American longbow more evenly disa r c h e r y
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tributed the stress in the limbs. This made it
possible to make good wood bows from a wider
variety of woods. The bows could be somewhat
shorter and were generally faster than the “tra-
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most expensive equipment
available. Face it; the elite
archers could still beat most of
us with 20 year old equipment.
The best equipment will only
buy you just so many points, so
if your average is still 50 points
behind the winning scores, you
do need to shoot the finest
equipment. There are certain
expectations that come with
shooting the finest equipment,
and this could lead to unnecessary added pressure. Your goal
(as the majority) should be to
enjoy your archery experience.
Your game does not need to be
as serious as the elite archers’.
Consider an archer who is experiencing shooting
difficulties (as do we all): he or she is on the line struggling to get through their clicker while the long stabilizer bar is waving wildly to everyone about his or her
troubles. You feel for that archer because most of us

ditional” Buchanan design
English longbow.
In the 1940s a bowyer by
the name of Willcox improved
upon
the
“traditional”
American longbow by recurving the limbs much like the
ancient Asian composite bows.
The Willcox bow was first
called the Duoflex bow and was
an all-wood bow with Osage
limbs backed with a single
growth ring of pignut hickory.
This bow was much faster than
the “traditional” American
longbow.
The new Duoflex bow
proved to be very efficient, yet
the all-wood construction would eventually start to let
down and the limbs would not retain their original
shapes. A better bow backing material would be the
answer for the Duoflex bow and shortly after World
War II fiberglass was discovered as the ultimate backing and the modern recurve bow emerged.
By 1953 Bear Archery was mass-producing modern recurve bows. These bows became works of art by
the 1960s with beautiful exotic hardwood risers, many
made from Brazilian Rosewood. The beautiful modern
bows of that time are now considered to be “traditional” recurves.
I am sure by now you can see where I am going
with this: whatever latest equipment you are now using
will eventually in time be considered “Traditional.”

Continued on the Next Page

S

Side tracking you just slightly; if you were to split all
archers into two different groups as the majority and
the minority: the minority would be the elite archer.
The elite archers are shooting the finest equipment
available today. These archers have the required time,
talent, coaching, and financial backing to pursue a spot
on their country’s Olympic team: a noble spot indeed!
The majority is, of course, the rest of us.
After taking an honest look at your own situation
you may find that you simply cannot meet all the
requirements of what it takes to be an elite archer. This
does not mean that you should give up being the best
archer you can be.
What it does mean is that now your archery experience has more options. You do not have to pressure
yourself into thinking that you need the latest and
a r c h e r y
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have been there.
My suggestion to that archer is to set his or her
current equipment down for a while and start enjoying
archery again with a change of equipment and with the
encouragement and help from a coach or friend. The
change could be as simple as taking off one or more of
the accessories such as the stabilizer, sight, or clicker; or
the archer could try switching to “Traditional” archery.
If you are going to try traditional archery, you can
take your pick! Shoot whatever you like. Some like the
traditional English longbow of Ascham’s time, others
the all wood, American longbow, still others the modern laminated longbow. And no one can dispute the
beauty, grace, and smooth handling of the
“Traditional” recurve of the 1950s and 1960s. The
choice is yours!
The real beauty of it all is that you do not have to
give up being competitive if you do not want to. Take
the time to look into the history of the equipment you
choose to use. Get an idea of the rounds and scores
shot when that equipment was used by the elite archers
of that time. If you are not shooting up to the scores of
the elite archers today it would be un-realistic to expect
to shoot the scores of the elite archers of the era you are
emulating, but you may just surprise yourself at how
close you can actually come.
If you are shooting the traditional wood longbow
with wood arrows, no arrow rest, or bow sight and are
only using a natural point of aim (a leaf, daisy, or tuft
of grass) to align your arrow point at full draw to hit
the target; a score of 500 would be admirable in the
American or York Round. Using an artificial point of
aim (a golf ball, ice pick etc.) placed at a determined
point to align the arrow point at full draw to hit the
target; a score of 600 would be consider of champion
caliber. This reference came from Russ Hoogerhyde
himself in his only book entitled “Archery Aims.” Russ
dominated the wood longbow era from 1930 to 1940
shooting scores well over 700 in both the single
American and York rounds.
If your love is the wooden recurve of the 1960s,
the Professional Archery Association (PAA) set out to
standardize the scores of both the indoor and outdoor
rounds at 300, as is comparable to a perfect bowling
game. This gave the general public something to relate
to when hearing a winning archery score. The top
shooters of that time were all shooting in the 290s and
few hit 300. Shooting in the 270s was still respectable.
Don’t be afraid to bring that old stuff to the next
competition; you will be surprised at the interest and

conversation that will come of it. Find a place in
archery history that you can love again, enjoy your
sport without unnecessary added pressure.

A
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As a side note, you may just find that the competitive
shoots you normally attend have separate division for
“Traditional” archers to compete. The NAA holds a
Traditional tournament each year at the Indoor and
Outdoor National Championships. You can get times
and dates for the NAA events on their web site
www.usarchery.org. Check out the “Rules and
Regulations” page, there have been some major
changes in the Traditional Recurve Division!
Gook luck and happy shooting!

Brian Luke is a husband and a father of three

young adults. He has worked as a tool and die maker
since 1979 and has played with the bow and arrow
nearly all his life. Brian has developed a deep respect
and admiration for the accomplishments of the early
target archers of the NAA. This admiration began in
1992 as a result of reading Robert Elmer’s book
“Archery” (circa 1926). From that time on Brian’s
quest has been to experience all that he had read
about in Elmer’s book from the making of his own
wooden bows, arrows, and linen strings to competing
in the traditional rounds of the NAA. Since then
Brian has won six out of the seven Indoor Nationals
and five out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Longbow
division of the NAA.
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Savez-vous the Legend of
“Robin Hood”?

See Page 44 for the Key!

Unscramble the words from the clues, your word skills, and your memories of the legend of Robin Hood.
The are multiple words with spaces provided. There are no dashes or apostrophes.
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Savez-vous the Legend of
“Robin Hood”? Key

See Page 43 for the Puzzle!

Unscramble the words from the clues, your word skills, and your memories of the legend of Robin Hood.
The are multiple words with spaces provided. There are no dashes or apostrophes.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at  Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For an index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2000.
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